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Some important questions:Some important questions:
1)1) What causes the precipitation high in the easternWhat causes the precipitation high in the eastern

Bay of Bengal and along the central west coast ofBay of Bengal and along the central west coast of
India?India?

2)2) What causes the strong flow in the western ArabianWhat causes the strong flow in the western Arabian
Sea?Sea?

3)3) Why is there a break in the precipitation belt overWhy is there a break in the precipitation belt over
the western Arabian Sea?the western Arabian Sea?

4)4) What is the role of Himalayan mountains (~8 kmWhat is the role of Himalayan mountains (~8 km
high) and Tibetan Plateau (~4.5 km high, 2.5high) and Tibetan Plateau (~4.5 km high, 2.5
million sq. km area)?million sq. km area)?
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What causes the precipitation high in the eastern BayWhat causes the precipitation high in the eastern Bay
of Bengal and along the central west coast of India?of Bengal and along the central west coast of India?

In the eastern Bay of Bengal the topographic slopeIn the eastern Bay of Bengal the topographic slope
over theover the ArakanArakan Range.Range.

Along the central west coast it is the topographic slopeAlong the central west coast it is the topographic slope
of theof the SahyadrisSahyadris (Western Ghats)(Western Ghats)

In essence, location of the main centres ofIn essence, location of the main centres of
precipitation during the Indian Summer Monsoonprecipitation during the Indian Summer Monsoon
are determined byare determined by topographytopography..
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This question was answered by Boos andThis question was answered by Boos and KuangKuang
((NatureNature, 14 January 2010):, 14 January 2010):

The Himalayan mountains serve as a wall that restrictsThe Himalayan mountains serve as a wall that restricts
movement of moisture inmovement of moisture in meridionalmeridional direction.direction.

Impact of heat released by Tibetan Plateau (in aImpact of heat released by Tibetan Plateau (in a
fashion similar to that envisioned by Halley) is notfashion similar to that envisioned by Halley) is not
significant.significant.
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Mark Cane, News & Views, Nature, 14 January 2010



WhatWhat causescauses thethe strongstrong flowflow inin thethe westernwestern ArabianArabian Sea?Sea?
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FindlaterFindlater Jet (1974)                                              Hart et al. (Mon. Weather Rev., 1978)Jet (1974)                                              Hart et al. (Mon. Weather Rev., 1978)



David Anderson (Mon. Weather Rev., 1976):David Anderson (Mon. Weather Rev., 1976):

Conservation of potentialConservation of potential vorticityvorticity forces the southforces the south--toto--
north crossnorth cross--equatorial flow to occur only in aequatorial flow to occur only in a
‘frictional layer’ where the conservation constraint can‘frictional layer’ where the conservation constraint can
be broken.  The East African Mountains provide thebe broken.  The East African Mountains provide the
“wall” against which the frictional layer exists.“wall” against which the frictional layer exists.

FindlaterFindlater Jet in the atmosphere is the equivalent ofJet in the atmosphere is the equivalent of
Gulf Stream in the ocean.Gulf Stream in the ocean.
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Why is there a break in the precipitation belt over theWhy is there a break in the precipitation belt over the
western Arabian Sea?western Arabian Sea?

•• Conditions that need to be satisfied for rainfall toConditions that need to be satisfied for rainfall to
occur over the North Indian Ocean:occur over the North Indian Ocean:

 ITCZ should have moved over the region,ITCZ should have moved over the region,
i.e.  there should be largei.e.  there should be large--scale convergence ofscale convergence of
air followed by uplift.air followed by uplift.
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 Sea Surface Temperature should exceed aSea Surface Temperature should exceed a
critical value of ~ 28 C: known earlier forcritical value of ~ 28 C: known earlier for
tropical regions, but shown explicitly fortropical regions, but shown explicitly for
monsoon region by Gadgil,  Joseph and Joshimonsoon region by Gadgil,  Joseph and Joshi
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In the presence ofIn the presence of FindlaterFindlater Jet, cooler (deeper)Jet, cooler (deeper)
northward moving watersnorthward moving waters upwellupwell, mix with surface, mix with surface
waters, turn eastward, then southward. The net result:waters, turn eastward, then southward. The net result:
cooling of the upper layer.cooling of the upper layer.

ThisThis phenmenonphenmenon is in striking contrast to what happens over the Bay ofis in striking contrast to what happens over the Bay of
Bengal                                       Shenoi, Shankar and Shetye (JGR, 1999)Bengal                                       Shenoi, Shankar and Shetye (JGR, 1999)



Hence there is coupling between the ocean and theHence there is coupling between the ocean and the
atmosphere:atmosphere:

Atmospheric convectionAtmospheric convection FindlaterFindlater JetJet

cooling of the Arabian Seacooling of the Arabian Sea

suppression of convectionsuppression of convection
over the Arabian Seaover the Arabian Sea
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Over the Pacific and the Atlantic, the ITCZ is markedOver the Pacific and the Atlantic, the ITCZ is marked
byby

•• SST maximum,SST maximum,

•• precipitation maximumprecipitation maximum

•• wind velocity minimum (justifying the namewind velocity minimum (justifying the name
‘doldrums’)‘doldrums’)

Their locations coincide.Their locations coincide.
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During the Indian Summer Monsoon:During the Indian Summer Monsoon:

••SST maximum sits over the Bay of BengalSST maximum sits over the Bay of Bengal

••Precipitation Maxima are determined by topographyPrecipitation Maxima are determined by topography
and are located over NE Bay of Bengal and centraland are located over NE Bay of Bengal and central
eastern Arabian Sea.eastern Arabian Sea.

••The warm Bay of Bengal supports atmosphericThe warm Bay of Bengal supports atmospheric
processes that ensure precipitation over the Indianprocesses that ensure precipitation over the Indian
subcontinent.subcontinent.

••Wind speed minimum sits over the equatorWind speed minimum sits over the equator
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While there are similarities between movement of theWhile there are similarities between movement of the
ITCZ over the N. Indian Ocean and other oceans, thereITCZ over the N. Indian Ocean and other oceans, there
are differences too.are differences too.

Have seen why precipitation maxima sit over the westHave seen why precipitation maxima sit over the west
coast and over the Northeastcoast and over the Northeast

Are there phenomena that are important to bring rainAre there phenomena that are important to bring rain
to other locations?  Does the ocean play a role into other locations?  Does the ocean play a role in
these?these?
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Weak winds over the Bay of Bengal and a wellWeak winds over the Bay of Bengal and a well
stratified surface layer due to freshwater  help instratified surface layer due to freshwater  help in
keeping the bay significantly warmer than the Arabiankeeping the bay significantly warmer than the Arabian
Sea.Sea.

A warm sea can provide energy to the atmosphere toA warm sea can provide energy to the atmosphere to
generate low pressure systems (LPS) or depressions.generate low pressure systems (LPS) or depressions.
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35Number of  LPS formed in JuneNumber of  LPS formed in June--September over 4 x 4 deg. Sq.September over 4 x 4 deg. Sq.
during 1888during 1888--1983;1983; MooleyMooley andand ShuklaShukla (1989)(1989)
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•• By staying warm during the monsoon season (i.e.By staying warm during the monsoon season (i.e.
when the ITCZ is over the region) the Bay of Bengalwhen the ITCZ is over the region) the Bay of Bengal
makes it possible for a large area of the peninsularmakes it possible for a large area of the peninsular
India to receive rainfall.India to receive rainfall.

•• Arabian Sea is much too cool to play such a role.Arabian Sea is much too cool to play such a role.

•• Aden and Oman, which sit on the west of theAden and Oman, which sit on the west of the
Arabian Sea receive very little precipitation inArabian Sea receive very little precipitation in
comparison to India.comparison to India.

•• If SST over the bay is so important could  use it toIf SST over the bay is so important could  use it to
predict precipitation?predict precipitation? 37
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A rainfall event over the central bay can be expected to occurA rainfall event over the central bay can be expected to occur
soon after the northern bay SST exceeds 29soon after the northern bay SST exceeds 29°°C.C.

 The rainfall event is extremely likely to occur within a weekThe rainfall event is extremely likely to occur within a week
of the SST difference between the northern and southern bayof the SST difference between the northern and southern bay
exceeding 0.75exceeding 0.75°°C (78% chance of this during MayC (78% chance of this during May––September).September).

 The convection over the bay is a precursor to convection overThe convection over the bay is a precursor to convection over
India.India.

Shankar, Shetye, and Joseph (2007)Shankar, Shetye, and Joseph (2007)
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All this is useful to understand occurrence of theAll this is useful to understand occurrence of the
monsoon to firstmonsoon to first--order.order.

 It does not help to predict the monsoon behaviourIt does not help to predict the monsoon behaviour
(temporal and spatial variability) during a season.(temporal and spatial variability) during a season.

Country’s farmers need to know this variability.Country’s farmers need to know this variability.
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SummarySummary

The winds and associated precipitation over the IndianThe winds and associated precipitation over the Indian
subcontinent are a consequence of local modificationsubcontinent are a consequence of local modification
of the ITCZ that girdles the globe.  The main playersof the ITCZ that girdles the globe.  The main players
in the modification:in the modification:

•• Topography  (East African Mountains,Topography  (East African Mountains,
SahyadrisSahyadris/Western Ghats,/Western Ghats, ArakanArakan Range, andRange, and
Himalayas)Himalayas)

•• Impact of the ocean (cooling in the Arabian Sea,Impact of the ocean (cooling in the Arabian Sea,
warming of the Bay of Bengal, setting up of SSTwarming of the Bay of Bengal, setting up of SST
gradient over the bay.......)gradient over the bay.......)
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The Indian Summer MonsoonThe Indian Summer Monsoon

Agriculture accounts for about 52% of employment in
India.

Only about 50% of the land is irrigated

A good monsoon results in a robust growth for the
economy as a whole, while a poor monsoon leads to a
sluggish growth.

Source: Wikipedia
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